
CLASSIFICATION CANCELLED 
WllH DELETIONS 

"Mr. Carroll L. Tyler 
I!anager, Santa Fe Cperz 
Albuquerque, Nen Mexico 

Dear Mr. Tyler: 

t 

The best estimetea which cm be mpde at present with respct to 
the use of the Sniwetok Proving Ground fol!owing Operetion Ivy are 
given below in reply to your request of April 25, 1952, reference T-6. 
These estimates cpnnot be considered firm at this time and BIF! sub- 
ject to very consieercble chenge depending upon the results of Ivy 
and further theoretical en' developmental work. 

As stated in my letter to General Fields of April 16, 1952, 
ol' which you have a copy, the best estimate of the dete for 
the first Eniwetok operation following Ivy is September- 
October, 1953. S~ci?ica?ly, it is thought likely thgt the 
testing phase of the operation ~rould require rbout. three 
months during the lest four months of calendar year 1953. 

Present plansenvisage a total of 3 + ? tower or ground 
,shots, no +rop tests. -- 

~JTTD . . ____. It would not be safe‘to &sume thst?%6 -~ 
not be evacuated for this shot unless we learn 

in Ivy that the effects from large-yield' detonations P,XV 
less damag3ng than presently anticipsted. 

The other shots being considered are sufficiently 
small that evacuation of the Atoll may be unnecessary, yet 
too l.erge to shoot on towers 

tests will be ancillary 
and nffl require extensive instrumentation of the 

and complexity of that for the Greenhouse George 
teat, 
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Thus, present thinking Rt the Los Alamos Scientific Lcboratory 
indicates a test operation at Eniwetok in the fall of 1953, of some- 
what greater magnituae than Operation Ivy. In general, the same 
type an? magnitude of assistance nil1 be requested of the Department 
of Defense as for Ivy with the exceptions, (1) ?rop,4 &!&3 will 

11 probably be zomer:hst longer than 

I trust the above esttite of the situation will assist you 
in planning. 

Very truly yours, 

BEST AVAILABLE COPY 

Crigine.1 Signed by K. E-. Bradbury 
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